This paper describes the phrase-based systems jointly submitted by CUNI and LMU to English-Czech and English-Romanian News translation tasks of WMT16. In contrast to previous years, we strictly limited our training data to the constraint datasets, to allow for a reliable comparison with other research systems. We experiment with using several additional models in our system, including a feature-rich discriminative model of phrasal translation.
Introduction
We have a long-term experience with English-toCzech machine translation and over the years, our systems have grown together from rather diverse set of system types to a single system combination called CHIMERA (Bojar et al., 2013) .
This system has been successful in the previous three years of WMT (Bojar et al., 2013; Tamchyna et al., 2014; and we follow a similar design this year. Unlike previous years, we only use constrained data in system training, to allow for a more meaningful comparison with the competing systems. The gains thanks to the additional data in contrast to the gains thanks the system combination have been evaluated in terms of BLEU in . The details of our English-to-Czech system are in Section 2.
In this work, we also present our system submission for English-Romanian translation. This system uses a factored setting similar to CHIMERA but lacks its two key components: the deepsyntactic translation system TectoMT and the rulebased post-processing component Depfix. All details are in Section 3.
English-Czech System
Our "baseline" setup is fairly complex, following Bojar et al. (2013) . The key components of CHIMERA are:
• Moses, a phrase-based factored system (Koehn et al., 2007) .
• TectoMT, a deep-syntactic transfer-based system (Popel andŽabokrtský, 2010) .
• Depfix, a rule-based post-processing system (Rosa et al., 2012) .
The core of the system is Moses. We combine it with TectoMT in a simple way which we refer to as "poor man's" system combination: we translate our development and test data with TectoMT first and then add the source sentences and their translations as additional (synthetic) parallel data to the Moses system. This new corpus is used to train a separate phrase table. At test time, we run Moses which uses both phrase tables and we correct its output using Depfix. The system is described in detail in Bojar et al. (2013) .
Our subsequent analysis in shows that the contribution of TectoMT is essential for the performance of CHIMERA. In particular, TectoMT provides new translations which are otherwise not available to the phrase-based system and it also improves the morphological and syntactic coherence of translations.
Translation Models
Similarly to previous years, we build two phrase tables -one from parallel data and another from TectoMT translations of the development and test sets. Here we describe the first phrase table.
Our main system uses CzEng16pre as parallel data. We train a factored TM which uses surface forms on the source and produces target form, lemma and tag. Similarly to previous years, we find that increasing the phrase table limit (the maximum number of possible translations per source phrase) is necessary to obtain good performance.
Our input is also factored (though the phrase tables do not condition on these additional factors) and contains the form, lemma and morphological tag. We use these factors to extract rich features for our discriminative context model.
Linearly interpolated translation models. There is some evidence that when dealing with heterogeneous domains, it might be beneficial to construct the final TM as a linear, uniform interpolation of many small phrase tables (Carpuat et al., 2014) . We experiment with splitting the data into 20 parts (without any domain selection, simply a random shuffle) and using linear interpolation to combine the partial models. The added benefit is that phrase extraction for all these parts can run in parallel (2h25m per part on average). The merging of these parts took 16h12m, which is still substantially faster than the single extraction (53h7m).
Language Models
Our LM configuration is based on the successful setting from previous years, however all LMs are trained using the constrained data; this is a major difference from our previous submissions which used several gigawords of monolingual text for language modeling.
We train an 7-gram LM on surface forms from all monolingual news data available for WMT. This LM is linearly interpolated (each year is a separate model) to optimize perplexity on a heldout set (WMT newstest2012). The individual LMs were pruned: we discarded all singleton n-grams (apart from unigrams).
All other LMs are trained on simple concatenation of the news part of CzEng16pre and all WMT monolingual news sets. We train 4-gram LMs on forms and lemmas (with a different pruning scheme: we discard 2-and 3-grams which appear fewer than 2 or 3 times, respectively).
We have two LMs over morphological tags to help maintain morphological coherence of translation outputs. The first LM is a 10-gram model and the second one is a 15-gram model, aimed at overall sentence structure. We prune all singleton n-grams (again, with the exception of unigrams).
Discriminative Translation Model
We add a feature-rich, discriminative model of phrasal translation to our system (Tamchyna et al., 2016) . This classifier produces a single phrase translation probability which is additionally conditioned on the full source sentence and limited left-hand-side target context. The probability is added as an additional feature to Moses' log-linear model. The motivation for adding the context model is to improve lexical choice (which can be better inferred thanks to full source-context information) and morphological coherence.
The model uses a rich feature set on both sides: In the source, the model has access to the full input sentence and uses surface forms, lemmas and tags. On the target side, the model has access to limited context (similarly to an LM) and uses target surface forms, lemmas and tags. However, our English-Czech submission to WMT16 does not use target-context information due to time constraints.
Lexicalized Reordering and OSM
We experiment with using a lexicalized reordering model in the common setting: model monotone/swap/discontinuous reordering, word-based extraction, bidirectional, conditioned both on the source and target language.
We also train an operation sequence model (OSM, Durrani et al., 2013) , which is a generative model that sees the translation process as a linear sequence of operations which generate a source and target sentence in parallel. The probability of a sequence of operations is defined according to an n-gram model, that is, the probability of an operation depends on the n − 1 preceding operations. We have trained our 5-gram model on surface forms, using the CzEng16pre corpus.
Hard POS for Short Words
In addition to the more principled attempts at improving our model, mainly Section 2.3, we also manually checked the output and added an ad-hoc solution for the single most disturbing error: the abbreviated form "'s" was often translated as the verb "to be" even in the clearly possessive uses.
The ambiguity of "'s" is apparently easy to resolve, our tagger does not have problems distinguishing and tagging the abbreviation as POS (possesive), VBZ (present tense) and other situations. While the POS information is readily avail-able to the discriminative model, the model might not be able to pick it up due to its wide focus on many phenomena. As an alternative, we simply modify the input token and append the POS tag to it for all tokens under three characters.
This hack clearly helps with "'s": in a small manual analysis of 52 occurrences of "'s", the discriminative model still translated 7 possessive meanings as present tense, while the hacked model avoided these errors. It would be best to combine these two approaches, but we did not have the time to run this setting for the WMT evaluation.
Results
We evaluate all system variants on the WMT15 test set and report all BLEU scores in Table 1 prior to applying the last component, Depfix.
The reordering model achieved mixed results in our initial experiments and we opt not to include it in our final submission, relying instead only on the standard distortion penalty feature.
As in previous years, the addition of TectoMT to the main phrase table extracted from the parallel corpus (denoted "CzEng" in Table 1 ) is highly beneficial, improving the BLEU score by roughly 1.2 points. The addition of OSM also helps, adding about 0.7 points.
The source-context discriminative model does not improve translation quality according to BLEU. We suspect that the space for its contribution is diminished by the addition of TectoMT and possibly also the OSM and the strong LMs. This system (labelled with * ) was submitted as a primary system CU-TAMCHYNA. After the deadline, we also ran an experiment which included targetcontext features in the model and obtained BLEU of 20.96.
Experiments with the interpolated TM ("CzEng 20 parts " in the table) and POS appended to words under three characters show a lower BLEU score (20.70, denoted •) but we also carried out a small manual evaluation where the system output seemed to be better than the baseline (20.91). We therefore submitted this system as our primary CU-CHIMERA. In the official WMT16 manual evaluation, both our systems end up in the same cluster, ranking #4 and #5 among all systems for this language pair. The hacked system • seems negligibly better (0.302 TrueSkill) than the one with the discriminative model ( * , reaching 0.299 TrueSkill).
As a contrastive result, CHIMERA, ranking #1 last year, achieves a BLEU score of 20.46 on newstest2015 (also prior to the application of Depfix). This suggests that even though we limited our training data this year, we did not lose anything in terms of translation quality. Table 1 : Different experiment configurations for CHIMERA. We report BLEU scores on newstest2015. The system denoted * corresponds to our WMT16 submission cu-tamchyna and the system denoted • corresponds to cu-chimera.
English-Romanian System
We also submitted a constrained phrase-based system for English→Romanian translation which is loosely inspired by the basic components of CHIMERA. Additionally, our submission uses the source-and target-context discriminative translation model as well.
Data and Pre-Processing
We use all the data available to constrained submissions: Europarl v8 (Koehn, 2005) and SE-TIMES2 (Tiedemann, 2009 ) parallel corpora and News 2015 and Common Crawl monolingual corpora. 1 We split the official development set into two halves; we use the first part for system tuning and the second part serves as our test set. Data pre-processing differs between English and Romanian. For English, we use Treex (Popel andŽabokrtský, 2010 ) to obtain morphological tags, lemmas and dependency parses of the sentences. For Romanian, we use the online tagger by Tufis et al. (2008) as run by our colleagues at LIMSI-CNRS for the joint QT21 Romanian system (Peter et al., 2016) .
Factored Translation
Similarly to CHIMERA, we train a factored phrase table which translates source surface forms to tuples (form, lemma, tag). Our input is factored and contains the form, lemma, morphological tag, lemma of dependency parent and analytical function ("surface" syntactic role, e.g. Subj for subjects). These additional source-side factors are again not used by the phrase table and serve only as information for the discriminative model.
Language Models
Our full system contains three separate language models (LMs). The first is a 5-gram LM over surface forms, trained on the target side of the parallel data and monolingual news 2015.
The second LM only uses 4-grams but additionally contains the full Common Crawl corpus. We prune this second LM by discarding 2-, 3-and 4-grams which appear fewer than 2, 3, 4 times, respectively.
Finally, we also include a 7-gram LM over morphological tags. We only use target parallel data for estimating the model.
Reordering Model
Similarly to our experiments with CHIMERA, we utilize a lexicalized reordering model . Again, we model monotone/swap/discontinuous reordering, word-based extraction, bidirectional, conditioned both on the source and target language.
Discriminative Translation Model
We utilize the same discriminative model as for CHIMERA. For English-Romanian, we also use dependency parses of the source sentences and target-side context features as additional source of information in our official submission. Table 2 lists BLEU scores of various system settings. Each BLEU score is an average over 5 runs of system tuning (MERT, Och, 2003) . The table shows how BLEU score develops as we add the individual components to the system: the 7-gram morphological LM ("tagLM"), the 4-gram LM from Common Crawl ("ccrawl"), the lexicalized reordering ("RR") and finally the discriminative translation model ("discTM").
Results
We test for statistical significance using MultEval (Clark et al., 2011) ; we test each new component against the system without it (i.e., +tagLM is compared to baseline, +ccrawl is tested against +tagLM etc.). When the p-value is lower than 0.05, we mark the result in bold. We observe a relatively steady additive effect of the individual components: the addition of each model (apart from lexicalized reordering) leads to a statistically significant improvement in translation quality.
Our discriminative model further improves the system, despite only being trained on the parallel data (roughly 0.6 M sentence pairs) and building upon the strong language models which use orders-of-magnitude larger monolingual data (almost 300 M sentences). This variant (BLEU 28.3) corresponds to our submission LMU-CUNI.
Conclusion
We have described our English-Czech and English-Romanian submissions to WMT16: CU-CHIMERA, CU-TAMCHYNA and LMU-CUNI.
For English-Czech, our work is an incremental improvement of the previously successful CHIMERA system. This time, our submission is constrained and additionally uses interpolated TMs, an OSM and a discriminative phrasal translation model.
For English-Romanian, we have built a system somewhat similar to the statistical component of CHIMERA. We have added the discriminative model which conditions both on the source and target context to the system and obtained a small but significant improvement in BLEU.
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